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Foreword 

In recent years, there has been increasing attention at an international level on 
protecting labor rights and raising working conditions and living standards, and this 
has become an important factor in international trading relationships. In China, 
building “harmonious” labor relations and the improvement of livelihoods have been 
the main starting point for government policy makers and the subject of public 
concern. Adopting the Labor Contract Law, Social Insurance Law and other 
regulations has improved labor standards in China and aligned them with international 
labor standards. 

From a commercial perspective, the implementation of the new standards helps to 
motivate employees and increase productivity. Increased productivity depends on 
employee motivation, initiative and creativity, and these are directly linked to 
reasonable salary, benefits, a good working environment and upholding labour rights. 
Ultimately, these factors all depend on the implementation of labor standards. At the 
same time, the implementation of labour standards lends itself to the 
internationalization of management systems, and is beneficial for a company to 
remain internationally competitive. China is the country which will be impacted most 
extensively by labor standards because it has the biggest national labour market. For 
Chinese companies to develop their international operations and expand into the 
international market through increasing their competitive edge, they must implement 
international labor standards. In addition, this will drive a company’s social 
responsibility, and improve the company image, which then achieves stable long term 
development for the business. 

With this background, four trends have emerged in the Chinese labor market: 1) the 
implementation of labor standards; 2) the improvement of Chinese labor laws and 
regulations; 3) increased public attention towards employee working and living 
conditions; 4) employees having a higher awareness of their own rights. These four 
points present new demands and challenges for corporate HR management. In 
addition to performance management and payroll management, HR departments will 
need to improve systems and processes to avoid legal risks and meet the 
requirements of labor standards. 

This toolkit is a practical HR strategy and system based on the ETP standard and the 
requirements of the China Labor Law, combined with commentary on the realities of 
the China Tea Industry and guidance on implementation. It also includes standard 

templates of HR paperwork for the reference and use by factories. 

A Note on Translation 

The English version of this document uses the official Chinese translations of relevant 
laws. To avoid altering this text we have added foot notes where further explanations 

are needed for an English-speaking audience. 
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Part 1: Regular Employment 
Setting up the official employment status of employees is the basis for the 

standardization of the company's HR management. Official contracts help to define 

the nature of the labor relationship and clarify both the employer and employee's 

obligations and responsibilities. The current labor law in China puts harsh penalties on 

an unclear labor relationship and the employer will be liable for this in most situations. 

As for the tea factories, official employment minimizes the risk exposures and the 

financial damages caused by unclear labor relationships. From the employee's 

perspective, clear and transparent documentation protects the interests and rights of 

employees. 

 Contracting, home working, fixed term contracts 1.1

The ETP standard requires that 

 Obligations to employees under labor or social security laws and 

regulations arising from the regular employment relationship shall not be 

avoided through the use of labor-only contracting, subcontracting, or 

home-working arrangements, or through apprenticeship schemes where 

there is no real intent to impart skills or provide regular employment, nor 

shall any such obligations be avoided through the excessive use of 

fixed-term contracts of employment. 

 To every extent possible work performed must be on the basis of a 

recognized employment relationship established through national law and 

practice. 

 All employees should sign a written contract in which the employer and 

employee retain a copy. 

According to Chinese labor laws and regulations 

The setting up and amendment of labour contracts should adhere to the 

following principles: 

 The employer shall establish an employment relationship with the 

employee from the first day of employment. 

 Establishing an employment relationship means setting up a written labor 

contract. Where an employment relationship has already been established 

with an employee but no written labor contract has been set up, a written 

labor contract shall be concluded within one month of the start date. 

Where an employer and an employee sign a labor contract prior to the 

employment, the employment relationship shall start from the first day of 

employment. 

 An employer and an employee may modify the contents stipulated in the 

labor contract if agreed through negotiation. Any modifications to the labor 

contract shall be made in writing. The employer and the employee shall 

each hold one copy of the modified labor contract. 
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Guidance and Paperwork 

From our site visits, we have noted that there are generally 4 types of relationships in 

the tea industry: 

 

1. Formal employees - includes technical workers and the management team. 

2. Temporary employees - mainly seasonal workers who work several months 

during the peak season 

3. Interns - students still studying in school/university, and 

4. Labour service - employees whose status does not fit the other categories 

but have a continuing employment relationship, such as: 

a. retired people 

b. pensioners who are former employees 

c. personnel whose wage has been suspended but maintain an 

employment relationship in another company 

d. part-time employees. 

 

To align with both the ETP Standard and Chinese laws and regulations, a good labour 

contract for all types of employees should include the following clauses: 

 

1. The employer’s name, address and legal representative or responsible person 

2. The employee’s name, address and identity card number or other valid identity 

document number 

3. The duration of the labor contract 

4. The job description and work locations 

5. Working hours, break time, and holiday allowance 

6. Remuneration 

7. Social insurance* 

8. Employment protection, terms of employment and protection against and 

prevention of occupational injury; 

9. Other items to be included in the labor contract under any laws or regulations. 

10. The notice period 

11. Reference to a transparent complaints procedure (see section 4) 

 

*In practice, factories can request that employees provide certification or evidence 

that the factory does not need to pay their social insurance, for example when a 

previous employer has been paying, or the employees themselves have been paying 

their social insurance in their hometown.  
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We have provided 5 versions of the labor contract for use as detailed in the table 

below: 

Table 1: Labour Contracts 

Contract Template Attachment 

number 

Target Additional Information 

Labor Contract – 

Official Version  

1 Formal Employees Can be used in the absence of an 

official contract by the local labour 

bureau. 

Legal Contract – 

Practical Version  

2 Formal Employees Can be used in the absence of an 

official contract by the local labour 

bureau. This is a shorter version. 

Short-term Labor 

Contract  

3 Temporary 

Employees 

 

Internship Agreement  4 Student interns on 

work experience 

The terms of internship contracts 

must abide by ETPs standards 

regarding the employment of young 

workers. 

Temporary Labour 

Service Agreement  

5 Labour Service 

Providers 

 A labour service contract mainly 

stipulates the scope of labour 

service and remuneration 

 

We have found that due to economic reasons, tea factories can be unwilling to sign 

labour contracts or pay higher wages, and tend to hire temporary workers on a long 

term basis. Additionally, long-term temporary workers can themselves be unwilling to 

sign labour contracts because there is no incentive to do so. 

 

As an exporting company, we recommend the employer sets up processes as far as 

possible according to regulations to avoid risks. Short-term actions from both 

employer and employee are not good for the development of a tea factory. 

 

Illiterate Employees 

If an employee is illiterate, the employer could ask relatives to read and explain the 

terms of the contract, and ask the employee to sign or mark the agreement with a 

fingerprint with all parties present. The employer must ensure that the employee 

understands the contract before signing. No one else should replace the illiterate 

employee in signing the labor contract as to do so would invalidate the labor contract, 

and this would be a legal risk for the employer. 
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A good example: Completed employment documents with the labour contract signed on the 

employment start date 

 

 

 Termination of Contract & Redundancy 1.2

 

 

 

 

  

The ETP standard states that 

 The employment of a worker shall not be terminated unless there is a valid 

reason for such termination connected with the capacity or conduct of the worker 

or based on the operational requirements (ILO Convention No. 158). 

 Trade unions or employee representatives should be consulted when the 

employer using redundancy measures as a strategy for managing human 

resources. 

 If the employee is not being consulted under any collective redundancy 

arrangement, the employer must follow a statutory or best practice dismissal 

procedure. 
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According to Chinese labor laws and regulations: 

A. The employer may dissolve the labour contract under any of the following 

circumstances: 

1. It is proved during the probation period that the employee does not meet the 

recruitment conditions 

2. The employee seriously violates the employer’s rules and procedures 

3. The employee causes significant damage to the employer through serious 

neglect of duty or seeking personal gain through corruption 

4. The employee simultaneously enters an employment relationship with 

another employer and thus seriously affects completion of tasks for the 

employer, or the employee refuses to rectify an issue raised by the employer 

5. The labor contract is invalidated due to violation of Clause 26.1 of the 

Contract Law. This clause wholly or partially invalidates the contract if there 

has been deception or coercion in completing or amending the contract 

contrary to the will of the other party, or that one party has taken advantage 

of the others difficulties to complete or amend a contract. 

6. The employee is under investigation for criminal liabilities according to law 

 

B. The employer may dissolve the labor contract under one of the following 

circumstances if the employee is notified in writing 30 days in advance or after 

an extra payment of one month’s salary: 

1. The employee is sick or is injured for a non-work-related reason and cannot 

resume his original position after the prescribed time period for medical 

treatment has expired, nor can he assume any other position arranged by the 

employer 

2. The employee cannot competently carry out his position even after training or 

moving to another position 

3. There is a significant change in the circumstances under which the labour 

contract was agreed to the extent that the labor contract cannot be 

implemented, further, no agreement is reached on changing the contents of 

the labor contract after negotiations between the employer and the employee 

 

C. The employer may engage in redundancies under the following circumstances: 

1. The company is in administration according to the Enterprise Bankruptcy 

Law 

2. The company is encountering serious difficulties in production and business 

operations 

4. The enterprise changes products, implements a major technological 

innovation, or adjusts the methods of its business operation, and it is still 

necessary to reduce the workforce even after amending labor contracts 

5. There have been major changes in the economic situation on which the 

labour contract is based and the employer is unable to carry out the labor 

contract. 

 

javascript:ESLC(78895,0)
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In such cases, if it is necessary to lay off 20 or more employees, or if it is 

necessary to lay off less than 20 employees but the redundancies account for 

10% of the total number of the employees, the employer shall, 30 days in 

advance, give an explanation to the labor union or to all its employees. After it 

has solicited the opinions from the labor union or of the employees, it may 

make the redundancies upon reporting the employee reduction plan to the 

labor administrative department. 

 

The 2 situations described above cannot be used to dissolve the labor contract in 

any of the following circumstances: 

1. The employee is engaging in operations that expose them to 

occupational disease hazards and they have not undergone an 

occupational health check-up before leaving their position, or is 

suspected of having an occupational disease and has been diagnosed or 

is under medical observation 

2. The employee has been confirmed as having lost or partially lost his 

capacity to work due to an occupational disease or a work-related injury 

during his employment with the employer 

3. The employee has contracted an illness or sustained a non-work-related 

injury and the prescribed time period of medical treatment has not 

expired; 

4. The employee is a female who is in her pregnancy, confinement, or 

nursing period 

5. The employee has been working for the employer continuously for not 

less than 15 years and is less than 5 years away from the legal retirement 

age 

6. The employee finds himself in other circumstances under which an 

employer shall not dissolve the labor contract as proscribed in laws or 

administrative regulations 

 

Where an employer unilaterally dissolves a labor contract, it shall notify the labor 

union of the reasons in advance. If the employer violates any laws, administrative 

regulation, or stipulations of the labor contract, the labor union has the power to 

require the employer to rectify the matter. The employer shall consider the 

opinions of the labor union and notify the labor union of the relevant result in 

writing. 
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Guidance and Paperwork 

The following standard documents are provided, to be used according to the reasons 

for the termination of the labor contract:  

 

Table 2: Termination Notices 

Termination 

notice template 

Attachment 

number 

When to use Additional notes/examples 

Unilaterial 

Termination 

Notice 

6 Unilateral termination by 

the employer based on the 

reasons listed in B above 

Use this agreement if workers did 

not return to work after the Chinese 

New Year holiday, or the employer 

does not need the workforce, or the 

employee cannot meet the 

performance requirements. 

Unilaterial 

Termination 

Notice (employee 

negligence) 

6.1 Applies in circumstances in 

item A above. 

Where the employee has seriously 

violated the company systems or 

employment regulations, the 

employer may apply for unilateral 

termination. The employer in not 

required to administer severance 

pay. 

Severance 

Agreement 

7 Mutually agreed 

termination for any reason 

Use this agreement where workers 

leave without prior notice. If the 

factory lacks the process and 

documents to handle this situation, 

there is a clear risk. 

Notification of 

Non-Renewal 

8 When the term of a 

contract has expired and 

the employer is not 

renewing the contract 

For example, when a short term hire 

has expired 

Renewal 

Agreement 

9 When the employer and 

the employee both agree 

to renew the labour 

contract when it has 

expired 

 

Notification of 

Contract 

Extension 

10 When the contract has 

expired but cannot be 

terminated due to the 

employee being pregnant, 

on maternity leave within 

the breast feeding period, 

or within the medical 

period 
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A bad example: The reasons for termination do not comply with terms of the Labor Contract 

Law. The letter simply terminates the employee without following the correct termination 

procedure. 

 

 Probation 1.3

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The ETP standard states that 

 If any workers are employed on probationary periods, the employer should ensure 

that the duration of probationary periods does not exceed the maximum specified 

by national law or a maximum of 3 months, whichever is shortest. 

Chinese Labour Contract Law requires that 

 Probation periods should be determined based on the length of the labour 

contract as follows: 

o 3 months to 1 year - probation period shall not exceed one month 

o one to 3 years - probation period shall not exceed 2 months 

o 3 years or more, or without a fixed term - probation period shall not exceed 6 

months 

 An employer can only impose one probation time period per employee. 

 For a labor contract that sets the completion of a specific task as the end of the 

contract or with a fixed term of less than 3 months, no probation period may be 

stipulated 
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Guidance and Paperwork 

The common practice of not signing a labour contract during the probation period, or 

paying a probation wage that is too low, poses a legal risk to the employer. The 

employer should sign the labor contract from the day of hire as per the ETP standard, 

and the labor contract should include a probation period of one to three months. If the 

employee is unsuited to the position, the labor contract could be terminated. Please 

note that the probation wage should be no less than the local minimum wage. 

 

The following documents are provided to meet the requirements of practical 

operations: 

 

Table 3: Probation Documents 

Probation Notice 

Template 

Attachment 

number 

When to use 

Termination Notice 

for Probation 

11 The employer may dissolve the labor contract if it is 

proved that the employee does not meet the 

recruitment conditions during the probation period. 

Pass Probation 

Notice 

12 If the employee has successfully passed the evaluation 

of the probation or the probation has expired, the 

employer can send out a notice advising that the 

probation is completed and confirming any adjusted 

position and wages. 

 

 The probation period shall be included in the term of a labor contract. If a labor 

contract only provides the term of probation, the probation shall be null and void 

and the term of the probation shall be treated as the term of the labor contract. 

 The wage of an employee during the probation period shall not be lower than the 

minimum wage for the same position of the same employer or lower than 80% of 

the wage stipulated in the labor contract, nor may it be lower than the minimum 

wage of the locality where the employer is located. 

 If an employer dissolves a labor contract during the probation period, the reasons 

shall be clearly explained. 

A good example: Sign the 

contract on the first day of 

employment, which includes the 

probation period. 
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Part 2: Wages and Benefits 
Salaries and benefits are the core contents to the company's HR management and 

are important performance incentives. The remuneration system of a company shall 

include compensation for the labour paid in various forms and cash and non-cash 

benefits. In China, continuing to improve employees' incomes is an important 

government policy and this is promulgated through various legislations. Designing an 

appropriate salary and benefits system creates a win-win situation for the employer 

and the employee by inspiring the workers' enthusiasm and safeguarding the workers' 

basic needs. 

 Minimum wage levels 2.1

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Guidance and Paperwork 

In order to meet ETP and Chinese standards, employers must ensure that they agree 

The ETP standard states that 

 Wages paid for a standard working week shall be at least the minimum wage 

required by local or national law or the industry minimum standard, whichever 

is higher. 

 Wages paid for a standard working week shall be sufficient to meet basic 

needs of workers and their families and to provide some discretionary income. 

 

According to Chinese labor laws and regulations: 

 The minimum wage level is the lowest remuneration that the employer 

should pay to the employee and is based on the premise that the 

employee regularly works within legal working hours or the working hours 

agreed in employment contract. 

 Minimum wage levels should be approximately 40% of the local average 

wage level. Therefore, the minimum wage level should be taken as the 

legal bottom line, rather than a guideline for wages. 

 Overtime payments should not be counted as part of the minimum wage 

 The employer contribution to social insurance and housing fund should 

not be counted as part of the minimum wage 

 Each province has its own interpretation as to whether the employee 

contribution to social insurance and housing fund should be counted as 

part of the minimum wage. 

 Allowances for special working conditions should not be counted as part 

of the minimum wage, including allowances for evening/night shift, 

working in high temperatures, working in low temperatures, working 

underground or working under poisonous or hazardous working 

conditions, etc. 

 Welfare expenses should not be counted as part of the minimum wage, 

including benefits for education, recreational activities, labor protection, 

housing allowance, etc. 
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Guidance and Paperwork 

In order to meet ETP and Chinese standards, employers must ensure that they agree 

to pay appropriate minimum wages. Please check the latest information in your area. 

 

 

 Calculation and Payment of wages 2.2

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

The ETP standard states that 

 Workers should be paid at least monthly 

 Wage calculations should be based on data from an accurately recorded 

system 

 Overtime should be paid at a premium rate 

According to Chinese labour laws and regulations: 

 The State shall implement a system of guaranteed minimum wages. Specific 

standards on minimum wages shall be stipulated by provincial, autonomous 

regional and municipal people’s governments and reported to the State 

Council for registration. The employer shall pay employees wages no lower 

than local standards on minimum wages. 

 Wages shall be paid to employees themselves in the form of currency on a 

monthly basis. The wages payable to employees shall not be deducted or 

delayed without reason. 

 In any of the following circumstances, the employer shall make additional 

salary payments to employees above and beyond salary for normal working 

hours: 

1. Where employees are asked to work longer hours, wage payments to 

employees shall be no less than 150% of their normal rate 

2. Where employees are asked to work on a rest day and no extra rest can 

be arranged to compensate, wage payments to employees shall be no 

less than 200% of their normal rate 

3. Where employees are asked to work on National holidays, wage 

payments shall be no less than 300% of their normal rate 
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Guidance and Paperwork 

We have observed that some tea factories pay wages annually. The employers may 

be well intentioned, for example, they consider that workers wish to have a large 

amount of income before Chinese New Year. However, it is recommended that, as an 

enterprise, tea factories need to be socially accountable, and pay wages to workers 

on a monthly basis. 

 

Additionally, our observations found that some tea factories only record attendance 

per day but not the actual hours worked. Without this information, overtime pay and 

unpaid leave cannot be calculated accurately. It is recommended that factories set up 

an attendance machine or attendance register (see section 6.2 on Working Hours 

Records). 

 

 

 

  Accounting principles used for calculating the payroll in accordance with 

Chinese law: 

 

Daily wages = monthly basic wages 

 monthly-payable-days  

 

 

 

Hourly wages =  monthly wages 

        (monthly-payable-days * 8 hours) 

 

 

 

Average monthly-payable-days:  

(No. days in a year – no. of rest days) = (365 days – 104 days) = 21.75 days                                                 

12 months                      12 months 

 

 

 

Daily wages =   monthly basic wages  

monthly-average-working-days 

 

 

 

Hourly wages = Daily wages 

8 hours 

 

 

Monthly-average-working-days:   

(365 days –104 rest days – 11 National holidays)  =  20.83 days 

 12 months  
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We have provided eight template documents listed in the table below to assist with 

wage calculations and payroll. 

 

 

Table 4: Payroll and Wage Calculation Documents 

Components of the 

standard wage 

Attachment 

number 

Additional Information 

Payroll (Master sheet) 13 Payments should be calculated based on 

working-days and payable-days; rather than simply 

calendar day. 

Fixed Allowance 

 

14 For agreed monthly allowances, e.g. transportation 

and food. 

OT and Temporary income 

list  

15  

Work attendance wage 

adjustment  

16 This sheet is used to calculate wages based on 

actual hours worked for reconciliation against the 

set monthly wage. 

Social Insurance 17 For further details, please see section 2.5 

Overtime record 18  

Staff list 19  

Employee In-Out status 20  

 

 

 

 

 

  

A good example: If wages 

are paid in cash, they should 

be paid directly to the 

employee, with signed 

records of receipt. 
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 Wage information for workers 2.3

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Guidance and Paperwork 

ETP standards are more detailed than Chinese law for wage information. The labour 

contracts provided in Attachments 1-5 provide the required information. In order to 

meet the ETP and international standards on information for workers, it is 

recommended that contracts are signed prior to workers commencing work. 

Additionally, a detailed individualized pay slip should be provided each time the wage 

is paid. China labour law and regulations only require the provision of an 

individualized pay slip to the employee when the wage is paid. Therefore, this toolkit 

provides a template pay slip that meets the ETP standard requirements: 

 

 

 

Table 5: Wage Information Documents 

Template Attachment 

number 

Additional notes 

Pay slip  

 

21 This should be a paper version given to the worker to keep as a 

reference 

 

  

The ETP Standard states: 

 All workers shall be provided written and understandable information about 

the conditions in respect of wages before they enter employment. 

 All workers shall be provided with the details of their wages for the pay period 

concerned each time that they are paid. 

According to China Wage Payment Regulations the employer will provide an 

individualized pay slip to the employee when the wage is paid. 
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A good example: The 

company provides an 

individual wage slip and 

keeps a signed record to 

show wages were 

received. 

 

A bad example: The 

employer did not provide 

an individualized pay slip, 

and has used the wage 

receipt to replace a pay 

slip. 
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 Deductions 2.4

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Guidance and Paperwork 

According to our observations, fines are often used for disciplinary measures, 

however, the ETP standard does not allow this. 

 

The requirements of the China Labour Law are more detailed than the ETP Standards 

with regard to the percentage and content of the deduction and can be used for 

operational guidance. However, ETP Standards require written notice to be served to 

the employee for the deducted contents while the labor law does not specify in this 

area. Written notice can be implemented according to ETP Standards. 

The ETP Standard requires: 

 Deductions shall be fair, legal and reasonable in proportion to the total wage 

 Fines should not be related to disciplinary acts 

 No deductions from wages shall be taken that are not provided for by national 

law and without the written permission of the worker concerned 

According to the requirements of the China Wage Payment Regulations: 

 The employer cannot deduct the wages of the employees.* The employer can 

only withhold the wages of employees in the following circumstances: 

1. Individual income tax can be withheld by the employer, and handled on 

behalf of the employee 

2. Various social insurance fees to be paid by the employees can be withheld 

by the employer and handled as appropriate 

3. Support payments or alimony being can be withheld as ruled through court 

judgments or awards 

4. Other costs and fees can be deducted from the wages as required by laws 

and regulations 

 In the event that the employer suffers financial losses because of the actions 

of an individual employee, the employer can ask the employee to compensate 

its financial losses based on the labor contract. Such compensation can be 

deducted from the employee’s wages. But the deducted amount in each month 

is not allowed to exceed 20% of the employee’s wage in that particular month. 

If the rest of the wage after the deduction is less than the local minimum 

monthly wage, the local minimum monthly wage should be paid to the 

employee. 
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All policies on deductions should be explained clearly and recorded in the Staff 

Handbook or publicized. Certain difficulties can be expected in implementation, so 

due care is recommended. 

 

During visits, we found that some tea factories did not communicate the company 

deduction policy or standard to employees. This could be achieved by an 

announcement through a poster in the workshop, at a meeting or during training of 

employees. 

 

 

  

A bad example: The deductions listed are for disciplinary reasons. 

 

 

 Social Benefits / Allowance 2.5

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The ETP standard requires: 

 The employer shall provide all legally required benefits to all workers.  

 Obligations to employees under labor or social security laws and regulations 

arising from the regular employment relationship shall not be avoided through 

the use of labor-only contracting, subcontracting, or home-working 

arrangements, or through apprenticeship schemes where there is no real 

intent to impart skills or provide regular employment, nor shall any such 

obligations be avoided through the excessive use of fixed-term contracts of 

employment. 
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Other statutory allowances include: 

1. Legal festivals and holiday 

2. Payment in special circumstance: sick-leave pay 

3. Allowance for labor protection: High temperature allowance, middle/night shift 

allowance 

4. Allowance for living subsidy: heating expense for winter 

 

Guidance and paperwork 

The promulgation of the China Social Insurance Law on July 1, 2011 greatly enlarges 

the coverage of China social insurance to cover all people who have a regular labour 

contract. This includes those registered with a city residence, town residence and 

migrant workers from rural areas, regardless of the type of standard labour contract. 

In this particular point, the Chinese requirements cover the ETP Standards. Therefore, 

in practical operations, we can follow the relevant requirements of China Social 

Insurance Law and local government regulations.  

 

Further, the employer does not need to pay the social insurance contribution fees to 

parties contracted under labor service contracts, such as students, retired personnel 

etc. See section 1.1. 

 

Calculating Social Insurance 

社会保险计算方法 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Social insurance standards are adjusted at different times in different areas. Please 

check the local data via the Social insurance Bureau (SIBU). 

Social 

Insurance 

Pension 

Employer 

 20% 

Employee 

8% 

Industrial 

Injury 

Insurance 

Employer 

0.4 - 2.4% 

Maternity 

Insurance 

Employer 

0.5-1% 

Medicare 

Employer 

6-8% 

Employee 

 2% 

Unemployment 

Insurance 

Employer 

2% 

Employee 

1% 

According to Chinese labor laws and regulations 

 The employer will report and pay in full the social insurance contribution fees in 

a timely manner 

 The social insurance contribution fees to be paid by the employees will be 

withheld by the employer and the employer will notify the employee the detailed 

information of the social insurance payments on a monthly basis 
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If the employer signs a labor contract with an employee, the employer needs to pay 

for social insurance for the employee. Please refer to section 1.1 on labor contracts. 

 

Please note the following: 

1） For migrant workers - When the employer cannot identify whether or not they 

should buy social insurance for a migrant worker, the following should be 

considered: 

a) Does the employee fall outside the social insurance criteria (e.g. retired)? 

b) Is another company paying social insurance for him/her? 

c) Does he/she buy social insurance as an individual in his/her hometown? 

 

If the answer to any of these questions is yes, then it is not necessary for the 

employer to buy social insurance for the migrant workers.  

 

2) If the employer does not pay social insurance because “the employee does not 

want to pay,” this constitutes a legal risk to the employer. Paying social insurance 

to employees is a legal obligation of the employer. The employer should take the 

responsibility to deduct and contribute to social insurance. 

 

3) Some tea factories buy commercial insurance for employees to replace social 

insurance. However, commercial insurance cannot replace social insurance since 

social insurance is a legal liability. Tea factories are advised to prioritize social 

insurance over other items in their budget. 

 

 

Good example: The employer paid social insurance according to the law and regulations 
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Part 3: Working hours 
Working hours are an important part of labour protection and a key indicator of the 

efficient management of a company.  Labour laws in China have detailed 

requirements on the working hours’ system, overtime, holidays and leave. The tea 

factories can choose an appropriate working hour system that enhances work 

efficiency and arranges the work load reasonably.  This will ultimately ensure the 

factory is functioning at its best capacity and protects the health and safety of the 

employees. 

 

 Standard working hours 3.1

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The ETP standard requires: 

 Workers shall not on a regular basis be required to work in excess of 48 hours per 

week, standard time. 

 If national laws or benchmark industry standards (whichever afford greater 

protection) set a lower maximum standard working week, then these laws or 

standards shall prevail. 

According to Chinese labor laws and regulations there are 3 different types of 

working hour systems: 

 

1. The “Standard Working Hours System” 

The State implements the Standard Working Hours System of 8 hours a day and 

40 hours a week. If the employer cannot implement the Standard Working Hours 

System due to constraints presented by the nature of the work and particular 

aspects of production, the employer can adopt other work and rest systems 

pursuant to the relevant requirements of the State. 

2. The “Flexible Working Hours System” 

The employer can adopt the Flexible Working Hours System if, due to specific 

working circumstances, the employer cannot implement the Standard Working 

Hours System, and the work requires variable working hours. 

3. The “Integrated Working Hours System” 

If, due to specific working circumstances or the limitations of seasonal work and 

natural conditions, the company needs to organize employees to work 

continuously, and cannot implement the Standard Working Hours System, the 

employer can adopt the Integrated Working Hours System.  This system 

integrates the calculation of weekly working hours across weekly, monthly, 

quarterly or annual cycles. The employer shall guarantee that its employees 

have at least one day off a week. 
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Guidance and Paperwork 

From the perspective of the Standard Working Hours System, the China Labor Law 

standard of 40 hours per week is shorter than the ETP standard of 48 hours per week. 

When the company formulates a working hours’ system, it should follow Chinese laws 

and regulations. However, although using one of the different working hours’ systems 

does not contradict the labor contract, please be aware that there may be times that 

implementation breeches the ETP standard. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Some tea factories do not keep attendance records. One reason given is that workers 

find recording tedious. It is recommended that employers record attendance and treat 

it as the starting point to standardize the process. 

 

Choosing a working hours system 

Under Chinese law, the employer can set up a working hours systems based on its 

own production and operations. Please note that the employer should make 

employees aware of the working hours’ system through effective announcements, 

including circulating documents, delivering trainings or posting notices at the main 

work sites. 

 

In tea factories, the flexible working hours’ system is suitable for positions such as 

cleaners and stem-selectors. 

 

  

Employee’s Average Working Hours Calculation 

 

Annual Working days: 

365 days – 104 days (rest) – 11 days (public holidays) = 250 days 

 

Quarterly working days:  Annual working days  =  250  =  62.5 days 

                             4              4 

Monthly working days:    250  =  20.83 days 

                12 

 

Calculating working hours: 

Monthly/quarterly/annual working days  X  8 hours per day 
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A good example:  

To implement the “Integrated Working 

Hours System,” the employer is required 

to submit an application to the local Labor 

Bureau. The employer must receive 

approval before proceeding with 

implementation in the factory.  

 

ETP and the Integrated Working Hours’ System (IWHS) 

Adopting the Integrated Working Hours’ System is not compulsory under Chinese labour 

law, but would enable factories to prove compliance with Chinese regulations and move 

towards compliance with the ETP standard. This system demands at least one rest day 

per week. 

 

We recommend that factories register for the Integrated Working Hours System with the 

local Labour Bureau. Once the system has been implemented for a full 12 months, 

factories can review the records with the ETP Regional Manager to assess practice in 

line with the ETP standard and create an action plan to ensure that working hours are 

not continuously excessive during the active season. 
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 Overtime 3.2

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Guidance and Paperwork 

The current reality in tea factories is that employees often have to work overtime 

during peak season and when there is an urgent order from a client. However, 

factories’ running for long hours is a different concept to workers working long hours. 

 

It is recommended that the employer could add evening and night shifts to solve the 

issue of long working hours during the peak tea drying season.  Using the Integrated 

Working Hours System is also a useful and flexible method to manage overtime. See 

section 3.1. 

 

 

 

Table 6: Overtime Application Form 

Template Attachment 

number 

Additional notes 

Overtime application form 22  

 

ETP standard requires that overtime shall: 

 not exceed 12 hours per week 

 be irregular 

 be paid at a premium 

 be voluntary 

 

 

According to Chinese labour laws and regulations: 

 The employer can extend working hours due to production or business 

requirements after consultation with its trade union and employees 

 In general, working hours shall not be extended for more than one hour a 

day. 

 In exceptional circumstances, and under the condition that the physical 

health of employees is guaranteed, working hours can be extended for no 

more than 3 hours a day, but extended working hours shall not exceed 36 

hours a month. 
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A good example:  An 

overtime application 

filled in by the employee 

is necessary to show the 

principle of voluntary 

overtime 

 

A bad example:  

The employer instructs 

that there will be over 

time, which could not 

demonstrate the principle 

of voluntary overtime. 
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 Rest days and Leave 3.3

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

ETP standard requires,  

 Workers shall have at least one day off in every 7 day period 

 Workers shall receive all legally entitled public holidays, annual and sick 

leave 

According to Chinese labor laws and regulations 

 The employer shall guarantee that its employees have at least one day 

off a week. 

 The employer shall arrange rests for employees in accordance with law 

during the following holidays: 

1. The New Year’s Day 

2. The Spring Festival 

3. The International Labor Day 

4. The National Day 

5. Other holidays stipulated by laws and regulations. 

 The State follows the system of statutory mandatory annual leave with 

pay. 

 Employees shall be entitled to annual leave with pay after working for 

more than one year continuously. Specific rules on this shall be worked 

out by the State Council as follows. Annual leave shall be: 

1. 5 days for employees who have accumulatively worked for 1-10 

year(s) 

2. 10 days for employees who have accumulatively worked 10-20 years 

3. 15 days for employees who have accumulatively worked for 20 year 

or more 

Public Holidays in China 

Festival Date Duration Applies to 

New Year Jan 1 1 day All 

Spring Festival Lunar calendar: NY eve, Jan 1-2 3 days All 

Tomb-sweeping Day Lunar calendar: Tomb-sweeping day 1 day All 

Labor Day May 1 1 day All 

Dragon-boat 

Festival 
Lunar calendar: May 5 1 day All 

Mid-autumn Festival Lunar calendar: Aug 15 1 day All 

National Day Oct 1-3 3 days All 

Women’s Day Mar 8 Half day Women 

Youth Day May 4 Half day 14-28 year olds 
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Guidance and Paperwork 

The following document templates are provided to assist with the implementation of 

an annual leave system: 

 

Table 7: Annual Leave Documents 

Template Attachment number 

Leave application form 23 

Leave record list 24 

 

 

If an employee works during a public holiday, the employer needs to pay triple time for 

overtime pay, and this cannot be replaced by time off in lieu at a later date, even when 

following the Integrated Working Hours System. This is particularly relevant for 

Tomb-sweeping Day (1 day) and National Day (3 days), which fall during the peak 

season for tea factories. 

 

 

 

A good example: Appropriate arrangements for different shifts on working days as well as 

allocated rest days 

 

 

 

A bad example: Employees have to work continually for 7 days 
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 Working Hours records 3.4

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Guidance and Paperwork 

The following paperwork is for this purpose: 

 

Table 8: Working Hours Documents 

Template Attachment number 

Attendance record  25 

Working time record 26 

 

We noticed that some tea factories record the attendance day only without specifying 

the hours worked. Records can prove if working hours comply with standard/regular 

working hours. It is recommended that tea factories set up a cardpunch, or 

attendance notebook signed by both the employee and the colleague managing the 

records. 

 

The ETP standard requires that hour’s records should be based on an accurate 

system for recording hours worked, including for pluckers. 

The Chinese labour law does not have relevant requirements. Please follow ETP 

standards in practice. 

A good example: A clocking in 

system to record working time 

accurately 
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 Evening/Night shift 3.5

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Guidance and Paperwork 

In practice, to compensate for the additional efforts and energy expended by the 

employees for the evening/night shift, the employer shall provide evening/night shift 

allowance based on the local regulations or the company policies.  It is therefore 

important to record the number of hours worked during such shifts.  The employer 

should also provide heating facilities for the food which the employees have brought, 

or provide the necessary food and beverages. 

The ETP standard requires that 

 In no case should two consecutive full-time shifts be performed and a rest 

period of at least 11 hours between two shifts should be guaranteed as far 

as possible (ILO Recommendation No. 178). 

 The employer should take the necessary measures to enable workers 

performing night work to obtain meals and beverages. 

A bad example: 

The work rota is 

used as a 

record instead 

of an 

attendance 

record. This 

only records the 

start time and 

not the working 

hours. 
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The following paperwork can be used to record working hours on different shifts: 

 

Table 9: Night Shift Records 

Template Attachment 

number 

Evening/Night working hours record 27 

 

 

 

 Maternity Leave 3.6

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The table on the next page shows how to identify the days/hours of maternity related 

leave and rest. 

  

The ETP standard requires that: 

 The employer shall provide all legally required benefits to all workers. 

 Women shall not lose any labor rights, including paid annual leave, due to 

pregnancy and maternity leave. 

The Chinese labour laws and regulations require that: 

 Women should not be refused in recruitment for any position which is 

suitable for women 

 The employer should not decrease the wage of a female employee or 

terminate her employment contract during pregnancy, maternity and breast 

feeding period. 
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Table 10: Maternity Related Statutory Leave 

Types of the Leave Contents 

Ante natal Medical 

Check 

The time spent by female employees attending ante-natal medical 

checks during working hours in medical institutes during 

pregnancy should be deemed as working time. 

Ante natal Leave 

Female employees who are over 7 months into their pregnancy will 

be allowed to take one-hour-leave per day within working hours. If 

the work load permits, ante natal leave of two and a half months 

can be allowed through application and subject to approval by the 

employer. 

Maternity 

Leave 

Natural 

Labor 

90-day maternity leave, among which 15 days before the delivery 

and 75 days after the delivery. 

Difficult 

Labor 

Additional 15 days. For multiple births, 15 days should be added 

for each additional baby. 

Abortion 

30-day-leave for the natural abortions or ectopic pregnancy within 

3 months pregnancy; 45-day-leave granted for the natural 

abortions within 7 months pregnancy but over 3 months. 

Breast Feeding Leave 

After the birth, if the female employee encounters any difficulties 

and the work load permits, a breast feeding leave of six and a half 

months can be allowed through application subject to approval by 

the employer. 

Breast Feeding Time  

Two feeding sessions per shift (including breast feeding and milk 

powder) are allowed for female employees with baby/babies less 

than one year old. Each session can be 30 minutes or a 

combination of these two times. The breast feeding time and the 

time spent getting to and from the feeding room and workshop on 

the site will be deemed as working time. 
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Part 4: Disciplinary and Grievance Procedures 
 

Good disciplinary and grievance procedures are the starting points of humane 

management and creating a harmonious labour relationship.  This facilitates a stable 

employee team, the improvement of performance, and the continuous development of 

the company and its personnel. Achieving this requires tea factories to respect 

workers' dignity and protect both the physical and mental health of employees by 

providing a working environment that is safe, healthy, non-violent, non-discriminatory, 

and harassment-free. 

 

 

 No Harsh or Inhumane Treatment 4.1

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

The ETP standard requires that physical abuse or discipline, the threat of 

physical abuse, sexual or other harassment and verbal abuse or other forms of 

intimidation shall be prohibited. 

According to Chinese labor laws and regulations an employer in any of 

the circumstances below shall be given an administrative punishment. Any 

crimes will be subject to investigation and prosecution. If any damage is 

caused to the employee, the employer shall be liable for compensation: 

 

1. To force the employee to work by violence, threat or illegal limitation of 

personal freedom 

2. To illegally command or force any employee to perform dangerous 

operations which endanger the employee’s life 

3. To insult, corporally punish, beat, illegally search, or restrain any 

employee 

4. To cause damages to the physical or mental health of employees 

because of poor working conditions or severely polluted environments 
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Guidance and Paperwork 

To ensure that there is no Harsh or Inhumane Treatment in the workplace, the senior 

management level of the factory can: 

1. Formulate written policies prohibiting bullying, harassment and abuse of any kind 

in the workplace and fully communicate this to the employees. 

2. Deliver training on the protection of human rights in the workplace to the 

management and all employees of the company. 

3. Set up grievance channels for employees, including the complaint hotlines, and a 

complaints mailbox. The contact information for these grievance channels will be 

posted at the work sites. 

4. Set up an independent ethical committee to investigate employee complaints, 

and make available the investigation results and the plans for remediation. 

 

The following documents can be used to set up a good grievance and disciplinary 

system: 

Table 11: Grievance Mechanism Templates 

Template Attachment 

number 

Compliant hotline poster 28 

Complaint investigation report 29 

 

Some tea factories have a family-style management where employees are the 

relatives and neighbors or from the same local town as the employer. The employees 

are not aware that they can report or complain about any violation. 

 

We recommend communicating the policy to employees. We did not find any harsh or 

inhumane treatment during site visits, but we would still urge employers to pay 

attention to policies and procedures relating to this standard. 

 

A good example: The 

employer makes and 

posts the policy for “No 

Harsh or Inhumane 

Treatment,” and 

provides a grievance 

channel, 
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Part 5: Child labour and young workers  
 

Children are the future of a nation.  All enterprises have the responsibility to protect 

children to ensure they grow up in healthy and safe conditions, as well as receive 

sufficient and quality education before they are of an age to work independently.  

From a commercial aspect, the presence, or even possibility of child labor is a 

significant risk to companies as consumers boycott and actively campaign against 

companies that either knowingly or even unknowingly employ underage workers.  

Recruitment is an essential HR task.  The establishment of a proper hiring system is 

key to ensuring that the right candidates are selected and good HR management 

systems ensure that employees receive sufficient protection.  Consequently, the 

factory can avoid child labour related risks and a threat of a ruined reputation.  

 

  

The ETP standard requires that 

 Children below the age of 15 shall not be hired, in agreement with the 

ILO conventions 138 and Recommendation 146. If, however, local 

minimum age law is set at 14 years old in accordance with developing 

countries exceptions under ILO Convention 138, the lower age would 

apply. 

 If child workers are found in the employment of the company a sensitive 

solution shall be sought that puts the best interests of the child first. 

 Companies shall develop or participate in and contribute to policies and 

programmes which provide for the transition of any child found to be 

performing child labour to enable her or him to attend and remain in 

quality education until non longer a child (whether or not children are 

working at the factory). 

 Young workers under the age of 18 shall not be employed at night.  

 Young workers under the age of 18 shall not be employed in hazardous 

conditions.  

 Young workers shall receive a medical examination (ILO 

Recommendation No. 146).  
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Guidance and Paper Work 

We have observed that at some tea factories, there are a lack of proper hiring 

procedures such as checking employees’ ID information prior to hiring, assigning a 

specific person to manage recruitment, and informally using students during their 

summer vacation.  Without a more formal and rigorous system there is no way to 

prevent child labor being hired by mistake or to prevent young workers from engaging 

in employment in ways that violate the Chinese law and ETP standards.    

 

To ensure no child labor is employed and that young workers, if employed, work 

under appropriate conditions, the senior management level at the factory should: 

 

1. Assign a specific administrative staff member to handle hiring issues.  This 

person should be properly trained in the relevant laws and regulations, and have 

necessary knowledge of good HR practices.  

2. Formulate written policies to demonstrate that the factory will not use child labor 

and will follow young workers’ laws and regulations if hiring them and ensure 

these policies are communicated to all employees. 

3. Formulate a remediation procedure to be followed in the event of a case of child 

labor being hired unintentionally.  

4. Set up personnel file for each employee.  Ensure all data in the file is accurate, 

complete and up to date. 

5. Keep a copy of the ID card for each employee with their personnel file. 

6. When interviewing young candidates, enhance the interview to include questions 

to verify age and double check birth certificates to verify that the birth date 

information is not falsified. 

  

According to Chinese labor laws and regulations  

 No employer shall be allowed to recruit juveniles under the age of 16. 

 The employer must check the ID cards of all recruited staff.  Employers 

must keep evidence of age verification documents. 

 In cases when child labour is employed, the Labour Authority shall 

enforce the employer to send the child to his original place of residence, 

and the employer shall bear the responsibility and pay for the expense 

arisen. 

 Juvenile workers or Young workers hereby refer to employees over the 

age of 16 but not yet 18. 

 No young workers shall be arranged to engage in work down the pit of 

mines, work that is poisonous or harmful, work with grade IV physical 

labour intensity as stipulated by the state, or other work that they should 

avoid. 

 The employer shall provide regular health examinations to young 

workers: 

 before commencement of employment 

 after completion of one year services 

 at the age of 18 if this exceeds more than half year from the 

date of previous health examination. 

 Employer shall arrange work for young workers according to their health 

examination result. For those not able to perform the arranged wok, the 

employer shall reduce the workload or re-arrange work for them 

according to the certificate of the medical authority. 

 The state shall practice registration systems for young workers 

employment and provide special protections: 

 Employment of young workers is subject to registration approval from 

the local government Labour Bureau at or above the County level 

 The young worker shall obtain valid registration permit before 

commencement of work 
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7. Formulate guidelines on the types of work that young workers may and may not 

perform, e.g. young workers may not operate heavy machinery or work with 

hazardous chemicals. 

8. Keep a special register of young workers’ to guarantee they are working at the 

factory under proper conditions. 

 

 

The following documents can be used to set up personnel and young workers’ file 

systems: 

 

Table 12: Child Labor and Young Worker Templates 

Template Attachment 

number 

Personnel file 31 

Young worker official required 

document 

32 

Young workers internal control sheet 33 

 

Third Party Contracting 

Some factories have labor shortages during the peak tea season and use a labour 

agent to hire workers, or subcontract part of the work to a short term worker group to 

resolve the situation.  These practices can circumvent good hiring and management 

practices at the factory and can pose a significant risk to the factories’ ability to 

comply with the law and the ETP standard.  As long as the worker is working for the 

site, the factory is liable for ensuring that relevant laws and regulations are applied. 

 

We recommend that the factory always maintains the minimum working age 

regardless of whether the employee is permanent, temporary, an intern, or hired 

through a third party.  In the case of labour hired by third parties, the factory should: 

 

1. Clearly communicate the factories’ policies and guidelines regarding child labour 

and young workers 

2. Request copies of documentation on proof of age 

3. Keep a register of young workers 

 

These practices will help to ensure that due diligence has been carried out by the 

subcontractor. 
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Appendix 1: Laws, regulations and relevant 

standards 
 

 Chinese labor law 

 Chinese labor contract law 

 Chinese social insurance law 

 Chinese individual income tax law 

 Labor protection of female workers regulation 

 Wage payment interim regulation 

 Minimum wage regulation 

 Employee annual leave implementation rule 

 Labor contract implementation regulation 

 Individual income tax implementation regulation 

 National public holiday and memory days regulation 
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Appendix 2: HR Forms and Templates 
 

Attachment 1. Labor Contract Official Version 

Attachment 2. Legal Contract Practical Version 

Attachment 3. Short-term Labor Contract 

Attachment 4. Internship Agreement  

Attachment 5. Temporary Labor Service Agreement 

Attachment 6. Unilateral Termination Notice 

Attachment 7. Unilateral Termination Notice (employee negligence) 

Attachment 8. Severance Agreement 

Attachment 9. No-Renewal Notice 

Attachment 10. Renewal Notice  

Attachment 11. Contract Extension Agreement 

Attachment 12. Termination Notice for Probation 

Attachment 13. Pass Probation Notice 

Attachment 14. Payroll (Master Sheet) 

Attachment 15. Fixed Allowance Calculation 

Attachment 16. Overtime & Temporary Income List 

Attachment 17. Work Attendance Wage Calculation 

Attachment 18. Social Insurance 

Attachment 19. Overtime Record 

Attachment 20. Staff List 

Attachment 21. Employee In-Out Status 

Attachment 22. Pay Slip 

Attachment 23. Overtime Application Form 

Attachment 24. Leave Application Form 

Attachment 25. Leave Record List 

Attachment 26. Attendance Record 

Attachment 27. Working Time Record 

Attachment 28. Evening/Night Working Hours Record 

Attachment 29. Complaint Hotline Poster 

Attachment 30. Complaint Investigation Report 

Attachment 31. Personnel File 

Attachment 32. Young Worker Official Required Document 

Attachment 33. Young Workers Internal Control Sheet 


